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ABSTRACT
In “Potential Subjects’ Responses to an Ethics Questionnaire in a Phase I Study of Deep-Brain Stimulation in
Early Parkinson’s Disease,”1 Finder, Bliton, Gill, Davis,
Konrad, and Charles undertake informed consent research
on what they describe as a Phase I trial of deep brain stimulation (DBS) for Parkinson’s disease. We argue that the authors should have more carefully characterized the nature
of the DBS study at the start of their clinical study.
The application of pharmaceutical frameworks for conceptualizing and describing surgical research trials continues to muddy the ethical waters when it comes to informed consent.
In this issue of The Journal of Clinical Ethics,
Finder and colleagues fall prey to a type of
“regulatory misconception” among those who
design, review, and regulate surgical research
trials that is of particular ethical importance.2
These authors express a concern that potential
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research subjects might mistakenly understand
the use of deep brain stimulation (DBS) at the
early stage of Parkinson disease (PD) “as a kind
of step forward, of getting treatment earlier, and
hence as a way of gaining therapeutic advantage.” The authors imply that since the study is
conceptualized as a Phase I trial ( a trial conducted to establish safety and tolerability only)
in an early disease population, that potential
subjects could suffer under a therapeutic misconception (TM) due to vulnerability. In pursuing an understanding of subjects’ attitudes,
the authors provide important narrative data on
which to reflect about informed consent in complicated surgical device research. However, TM
cannot be properly demonstrated in the analysis of their ethics endeavor due to a regulatory
misconception used by the scientific investigators to frame their clinical study.
It appears that the research participants answered a different set of questions than the ethics researchers thought they were asking. This
study serves as an example of problems in the
current designing and framing of complicated
surgical trials in which both research and therapeutic components exist. The report by Finder
and colleagues provides an opportunity for further discussions on these broad challenges.
Using a “Phase I” label for the DBS for Early
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Stage PD3 trial is accurate only in the framework of disease modification as a goal, and not
regarding whether the subjects could reasonably
expect improvement in their current symptoms.
To describe the study in this manner leads researchers and subjects away from a more robust
understanding of the relationships between the
intervention (DBS) and the research endeavor.
The National Institutes of Health states that
Phase I clinical trials are done to test a new biomedical or behavioral intervention in a small
group of people (for example, 20 to 80 subjects)
for the first time to evaluate safety.4 The governmental web repository clinicaltrials.org defines Phase I trials as “initial studies to determine the metabolism and pharmacologic actions of drugs in humans, the side effects associated with increasing doses, and to gain early
evidence of effectiveness; may include healthy
participants and/or patients.”5 The DBS for
Early Stage PD study does not clearly fit either
of these definitions and is not truly a Phase I
trial with respect to testing the safety of placing
a DBS lead in the subthalamic nucleus (STN)
to control PD-related symptoms.
The safety and tolerability of the DBS device is well established in humans for several
indications, including essential tremor, dystonia, and later stage PD.6 Unlike the controversy
regarding the humanitarian device exemption7
granted for the use of DBS for obsessive compulsive disorder, in which Fins and colleagues
argued that a new brain site constituted a different set of potential risks,8 the trial for DBS in
early onset PD uses the most common, wellstudied brain site for treating PD symptoms, that
is, the STN. The only difference in the Early
Stage PD trial is that an intervention is being
used earlier in the stage of disease. Further, trials of complex brain devices often have a very
small n, even for more pivotal trials, so the number of subjects is not the controlling factor for
the label of Phase I for this trial. Finally, the
study is a randomized control trial with blinded
reviewers, which does not normally occur in a
safety and tolerability study. In shoehorning the
study into a Phase I description, the nature of
the weight of prior evidence about the safety
and efficacy of the devices is forgotten.
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The researchers conducting the underlying
DBS Early Stage PD trial should be lauded for
trying to break the standard surgical research
mold in undertaking a pilot study prior to a wide
scale adoption of “hundreds of thousands” of
patients in the early stages of PD. The development of research in trials for substantially similar surgical approaches often takes place only
after a procedure has been adopted as a preferred care path. Ashton and colleagues make
this point nicely: “When randomized trials of
an invasive procedure are conducted, it is often after the procedure has been widely used in
some cases in hundreds of thousands of patients
and doubts have emerged about its utility.”9
Although the researchers in this DBS Early
Stage PD study have avoided this error of only
doing a study after wide scale adoption, they
have made a different type of error in characterizing their pilot study as a Phase I study. Reasonable patients can already request DBS for
early stage PD from their surgeon as an off-label use—but with little chance of reimbursement from insurance. Under the guidelines of
the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services
(CMS), STN DBS for PD is reimbursable for advanced idiopathic PD and persistent disabling
PD symptoms or drug side-effects.10 It is reasonable that research subjects would participate in
a DBS Early Stage PD trial to gain access to the
therapy, despite not knowing the longer term
effects, because the procedure is most likely not
covered by insurance. The research subjects
would be under no misconception about the reasonable expectation that DBS would help to control PD symptoms, such as tremor, in the near
term. Finder and colleagues concede this when
they write, “if individuals thought they were
likely to take the risks of surgery eventually . . .
they might have elected to take these risks now
when healthier. Taken together, their decision
to enroll could be understood as proactive (as
opposed to being based on misunderstanding).”11 The research subjects/patients may reasonably want access to the immediate therapeutic benefit of symptom relief (not a goal to which
the Phase I label applies) and not be interested
in long-term disease modification and side-effects.
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This type of regulatory misconception,
wrongly labeling a study, can lead to weak ethical analogies between similarly labeled trials.
Whether this is utilized as casuistry or some less
formal way of thinking, it poses a challenge to
ethical reasoning. Finder and colleagues make
this slip when they cite the similarity of their
findings to another informed consent review for
a Phase I PD trial. The comparator is a gene
transfer trial for an intervention that has no
proven indication for PD, or any other disease.12
The cited study is an early stage safety and tolerability trial looking at the outcomes of when
the insertion of an adenovirus with a gene transfer payload was placed into the STN. The surgical research trial that Kim and colleagues cite
in this article is truly a Phase I trial. The stage
of development and knowledge of STN DBS is
far more advanced than for gene transfer technology, which makes a substantial moral difference in the potential applicability of the comparison. Consistency of conceptualization and
labeling of trials provides an opportunity to
properly compare the foundational elements of
study for an ethical analysis.
The study underlying the article by Finder
and colleagues may have been more properly
compared to the Phase III study entitled Early
Randomized Surgical Epilepsy Trial (ERSET).
ERSET was designed as a prospective study
evaluating the efficacy of standard surgical treatment for patients with earlier stage refractory
epilepsy than what is usually indicated. The
subjects were randomized to receive either continued medical therapy alone or resective surgery.13 This is an appropriate comparison because resective brain surgery for later stage epilepsy has been proven to be just as effective as
DBS for later stage PD. Characterizing the early
DBS trial as a Phase II or III trial, as with ERSET,
would have provided a better ethical analogy
and a much stronger argument.
There may be hesitancy to expand the enrollment numbers needed for a Phase II trial in
a population earlier in their disease course because of a perception that these are a particularly vulnerable population. However, the cohort of patients with early onset PD is less vulnerable in several ways than the late stage PD
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patients who have participated in research in
past trials. The early stage cohort has not yet
exhausted oral medications and has not suffered
the debilitating symptoms of PD for years.
Hence, they should be considered less medically or situationally vulnerable than those who
have been already enrolled for DBS studies for
late stage disease. In this way, vulnerability
should be less of a concern for consent of these
individuals and should not make researchers
hesitant in designing larger scale trials.
This brings us to the ethics questionnaire
composed of 13 open-ended questions used to
gage participants’ understanding for safety and
tolerability of neurostimuation in early stage PD
found in the article by Finder and colleagues.
For the investigators, the questionnaire is
framed perfectly as focusing only on the Phase
I portion of the DBS project, that is, to find dosage and tolerability of devices that may later
lead to a longitudinal study of whether a device is disease modifying by being neuroprotective. However, reasonable research subjects
are going to provide answers to the questionnaire framed in terms of the whole process of
receiving DBS that has been proven to ameliorate (even if it is for a shorter time) standard PD
symptoms such as tremor. This becomes clear
in the ways in which these individuals answered the questions as reported by Finder and
colleagues. The respondents understood that
getting DBS will likely help their symptoms
such as tremor. Unfortunately, because this was
a survey rather than an in-person interview, the
investigators were not in a position to probe further for an understanding of the perceived mismatch or interpretation. In the end, the ethics
investigators tried to ask questions only about
the research study portion that was characterized as safety and tolerability. Generally, the research subjects seem to answer in a more holistic fashion about symptom improvement and
early access to therapy. The authors’ data and
our reflections call attention to the need to
reconfigure frameworks and labeling for surgical device trials. The new paradigm of consent
of focusing on the “meaning” of the voluntary
research participation that Finder and colleagues believe is needed must start with a bet-
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ter characterization of the whole endeavor to
which research participants are agreeing.
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